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Dean’s Message
Dear Friends,

initiatives. Our faculty members are expected to expand their
knowledge; their innovative research projects are documented
Welcome to the Idaho State University College of
in this publication.
Pharmacy 2006 Annual Report! Each year I marvel at the
Pharmacy faculty members continue to participate in a
accomplishments we have made and it is always a pleasure to
collaborative research effort with other Idaho universities
reflect on them. The faculty, staff and students at the College
through the IDeA Network for Biomedical Research Excellence
continue to be very active in all the areas that contribute to the
(INBRE) grant. Several of our pharmaceutical sciences faculty
high quality pharmacy education expected at the Idaho State
members have achieved worthy accomplishments this year.
University College of Pharmacy.
Dr. Leslie Devaud has been instrumental in bringing
Our mission has always been to provide an
together several multidisciplinary research teams
excellent education. We develop pharmacists
devoted to the study of alcohol addiction and
ready for the rigors of pharmacy practice today
the study of epilepsy. Another exciting new
and in the future, and pharmaceutical scientists
research effort in the department is development
to expand our knowledge of medications. Over
of nanotechnology for use in treatment of disease.
the years, the College has distinguished itself by
This effort is coordinated by Drs. Alok Bhushan, Jim
being at the forefront of professional and graduate
Lai and Chris Daniels. Dr. Devaud and several other
education.
members of the department fostered the founding
Four years ago, the College introduced a
of the Snake River Association for Neuroscience
completely new curriculum for the professional
and she became its first president.
program. At the Idaho State University graduation
I am happy to report that we are at a full
Joe Steiner
ceremony in May 2006, the first students to
complement of faculty this year. In this report,
matriculate through this curriculum graduated.
there are articles about several highly qualified
Through the efforts of the College’s Assessment
individuals we have recruited to join us. This
Committee, it is easy to see that this curricular change has
is especially noteworthy during this time of unparalleled
been an overwhelming success. Our graduates are extremely
expansion of new colleges of pharmacy, their unprecedented
competent and highly sought by employers.
demands for new faculty members and the subsequent
It is important to Idaho and the profession that we are able
shortage of qualified pharmacy faculty members nationally.
to offer an ISU pharmacy education to more students. We
The excellent support the College receives from alumni and
attract the brightest and best students to the program. We
friends is one area of professionalism and leadership to which
develop a practitioner with the knowledge and skills that will
we direct students’ attention. Students visit with our friends
move the profession forward in providing the best patient care
during the annual phonathon, they see their contributions
activities. With this in mind, we increased the incoming class
support scholarships and other aspects of their education
size from 55 to 60 students, which is an 8 percent increase. We and, daily on their way to class, they walk past the pictures of
are planning further increases while still maintaining quality.
those individuals who have established endowments. You
We have been striving to instill the values of the profession
will be happy to know that this year the College exceeded
from the first day students enter the program. Many efforts
its phonathon goal and broke the all-time record for pledge
are taking place to accomplish this goal, some being very
amount of any of the ISU colleges. Each year, we have a few
visible, while others are more subtle running longitudinally
more alumni and friends join us for the White Coat ceremony,
throughout the curriculum. In the fall of 2005, the fourth White
emphasizing the importance of professionalism by their
Coat Ceremony was conducted with great participation from
presence. Alumni are our best role models of excellence in the
practitioners, alumni and friends of the College to welcome
practice of our profession.
the students into their new profession. The Professional
I hope you enjoy reading this report. As a member of the
Pharmacy Student Alliance completed its third year with
College, you share in these accomplishments. The tradition of
excellent participation and success. This organization
excellence continues with our current students and graduates,
promotes professional development and provides leadership
something of which I hope you too are proud. It is through
opportunities. It allies the existing professional student
your moral and financial support that we continue our goal of
associations into one organization that involves each student
excellence in all endeavors. Please feel free to contact me to
at the College. Students have participated in national
discuss any of the report contents or any concerns regarding
competitions, provided service to the community, and
the College.
contributed to the less fortunate and their new profession.
They are a group of which we can all be extremely proud.
Best wishes,
The graduate program has remained very active in providing
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leading pharmaceutical sciences education and research. This
Joseph F. Steiner, PharmD
has been a very active year seeking funds for new research
Dean and Professor

NCPA President and 1977 pharmacy graduate		

Tilleys share experience in service,
When College of Pharmacy alumnus John Tilley was
offered a golf scholarship at ISU and another university in
1974, it didn’t take long for the young pharmacy student
to decide Idaho was the best fit for him. Tilley says that
ISU and Pocatello community were a place with similar
qualities, and residents much like his hometown of
Downey, Calif.
Tilley spent much of his time at ISU on the links, in
the library and the classrooms of Leonard Hall. Upon
graduation in 1977, he returned to Downey to work for

NCPA President and ISU College of Pharmacy
alumnus, John Tilley, speaking before a group of
independent pharmacy owners during his recent visit
to the College of Pharmacy as the 2007 Executive in
Residence.
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Zweber Apothecary – a career decision that would later
earn him a respected place in the health care community
of the southern California town, and nationwide.
Tilley stayed with the community pharmacy and
in 1983, at the age of 29, he purchased the threestore chain. Tilley often attributes his success as an
independent pharmacist to the support of his wife of
27-years, Karen Tilley.
“One of the best things about a community pharmacy
is that it can be a family business,” Karen said.
By the late 90’s, the Tilleys had the opportunity to
expand their business though a deal with the Stater
Bros. supermarket chain that had acquired 30 stores

from Alberstons. They would eventually open 16 Super
Rx pharmacies within the Stater supermarkets. In 2005,
when approached by Stater management to open 50
additional in-store pharmacies, the couple decided to
sell the business to the grocery chain.
However, they held on to the Zweber stores
where today they oversee operations of the five Tilley
Apothecaries, Inc., pharmacies in the southern California
region.
Throughout his 30-year career, Tilley has earned
numerous honors and served on the boards of
several pharmacy organizations. However, his highest
achievement in pharmacy service came in 2006 when
he was named the 109th president of the National
Community Pharmacists Association, (NCPA), an
organization he has served for the better part of his
career.
John and Karen recently returned to John’s alma mater
to share their professional and political experiences
with faculty, students and local pharmacists as the 2007
Pharmacy Executives in Residence.
“I so very much appreciate John and Karen taking
the time from their pharmacies and duties as the
NCPA president and first lady to visit Pocatello and the
College,” Dean Joe Steiner said. “The local independent
pharmacists and the students have told me how
much they enjoyed spending time with them. These
two exemplify the many great things our alumni have
accomplished with their degrees from ISU.”
John joined
NCPA in 1986
at a time when
there were not
a significant
number of
members from
California, or
other Western
states, he said.
As a young
pharmacy
owner, he
recruited other
independent
pharmacists to
join NCPA and
other pharmacy Karen Tilley shares her experience
organizations.
working with John through the
“We started years in their family business,
going to

Tilley Apothecaries, Inc.

returns to where his professional career began

community pharmacy with ISU

meetings, legislative conferences
and annual meetings and then
were named on committees by the
organization,” Tilley said.
Several committees make up the
structure of NCPA, often meeting
prior to the House of Delegates
assembly, discussing issues and
proposed recommendations or
legislation facing the pharmacy
profession.
Tilley also served on the
California NCPA Board of Trustees,
promoting pharmacy issues on
the state level. In 1997, he was
elected to the state organization’s
leadership positions, serving in the
capacity of president-elect and
president.
Following a few years of service
with NCPA, Tilley was approached
to see if he was interested in
Some area pharmacists recently gathered for a dinner in honor of John and Karen Tilley. Pictured
holding an officer position on the
are left to right, Richard Allen, Allen Drug, Malad; Dave Gebo, former owner of Super Save
Pharmacy; Ed Snell, Snell’s Pharmacy; Paul Cady, associate dean; John and Karen Tilley; Kathy
national level. This service would
require several more years of duties Ramos, Eastgate Pharmacy, Idaho Falls; Dean Joe Steiner; and Greg Magg, Magg Pharmacy.
including six years of service on the
association’s executive committee.
of pharmacy,’” Tilley said. “We feel that everyone should
Eventually this commitment would
feel that way. Do you want someone to decide your
offer him the opportunity to advance in the organization
future for you, or do you want to shape your future?”
and eventually serve as its president where he travels
In addition to his duties serving
extensively promoting the pharmacy
NCPA,
Tilley has held positions on the
profession.
local and state level. He has served as a
“It is rewarding to be able to go around
member of the Greater Downey Chamber
to the pharmacy schools and different state
of Commerce; California Pharmacists
associations and speak to the students and
Association (CPhA) Board of Trustees and a
pharmacists and talk about the issues that
regional director for the American College
effect pharmacy practice,” Tilley said. “I get
of Apothecaries.
excited seeing the energy level and sparkle
Tilley was honored by the CPhA in
in their eyes (students) and how excited
1994
with the Bowl of Hygeia Award and
they are about becoming a pharmacist.”
was
named
pharmacist of the year by the
It’s also rewarding to see former students
association
in
2001.
he met with during his years of service
He is the 1997 ISU College of Pharmacy
become independent pharmacists today.
Professional
Achievement Award recipient
NCPA is a proactive, legislative
and
has
served
on the College’s Dean
association, he said, and members are
John Tilley pictured for his
Advisory Council.
encouraged to get involved in community
1977 College of Pharmacy
John and Karen are the parents of four
organization and the political process
graduation.
children,
Alyson, 25; Kirk, 22; Shannon, 8
effecting pharmacy regulations on the local,
and Erin, 6.
state and national levels.
“We have a motto in NCPA, ‘get into politics or get out
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Annual Phonathon scholarship drive
raises record funds to aid students

Pharmacy students, alumni and friends
of the College, collectively, made the
annual ConnectionISU Phonathon 2007
one of the most successful scholarship
fundraising events for the study of
pharmacy at ISU. Although final numbers
are not in yet, donations are expected to
be in excess of $95,000, an increase of
about $14, 000 from the previous year,
according to Dan Dean, pharmacy director
of development.
Pharmacy students gathered the
week of January 28-31, calling alumni
and friends for donations to pharmacy
scholarships, funds for greatest needs and
the student-organized Operation Diabetes
campaign.
Several students commented that
College of Pharmacy alumni are friendly
and curious donors--asking many
questions about the happenings at the
College.
“Being with the students for four
straight nights is energizing to me,” Dean
said, “and to top it off, our alumni give so
much and faithfully.”
The 2006 Phonathon saw a 22
percent increase in donations to student
scholarships and programs, while this year
donations increased by about 14 percent.
“Thank you to all the 450 alumni and
friends of the College of Pharmacy for
your gifts and thoughtfulness,” Dean said.
“I assure you, your investment in our future
pharmacists is worth it. We have amazing

students, faculty and staff.”
This year, donors who pledged
$200 or more received an ISU College
of Pharmacy poster. This limited edition
poster, featuring photographs of Leonard
Hall and ISU landmark buildings and sites,
is still available. For those who missed the

students’ calls, or would like to contribute
to the annual scholarship campaign,
contact Dan Dean at 208-282-3655 or
dandean@otc.isu.edu. The poster is
available to see on the College Web site at
pharmacy.isu.edu.

Second-year College of Pharmacy student, Josh Gehrke, talks with a prospective donor
during the 2007 ConnectionISU Phonathon.

Thanks to donors, pledges reach $95,000 for student scholarships
ISU College of Pharmacy pledges for the
ConnectionISU Phonathon came from:
Douglas Robert Absher and Michelle C. Absher
Paul K. Adam
Jesse Adams and Rebecca A. Adams
Amy J. Albertson
Albertson’s Incorporated
David J. Alder and Amy J. Alder
James A. Alexander
Victor Floyd Allen
James D. Anderson
Lynn H. Anderson
Kenneth V. Anzlovar
Guy Rene Archambault
Matt Armstrong and Rachel Armstrong
Aaron D. Arnold
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Richard T. Arrossa

Robert A. Ashley
Jennifer L. Athay
Bob Athay
Rowdy R. Atkinson
Boyd E. Baker
Jeanette K. Baker
Ralph Eugene Ballard
Kendall Lee Ballard
Donald Bard
Dale R. Barker
Terrell E. Bartschi
Ralph P. Bartschi
Dennis Beach
Jack H.W. Beall
William F. Belau
Oscar Benavidez, Jr.
Gregory L. Berheim and Dawn Michelle

Berheim
Frederick M. Berneking
Charles A. Berry
Abraham Bidaki
John Bideganeta
A. Jack Bishop
Paul A. Black
Carol Ann Blackwell
Paula June Blair
Michael A. Bledsoe
James S. Blomquist
Walter B. Bolling
Gayla T. Bollinger
John D. Booth and Tori Booth
Randy J. Borchert and Sherry D. Borchert
Steven L. Borden
Jack D. Botts

Albert G. Bouvier
Roger L. Bovey
Brenda R. Boyle
Bryce T. Bradley
John A. Brennecke
Michael K. Bringhurst
Perry W. Brown and Gerry J. Schendel-Brown
James Edward Brown
Roger M. Brown
David E. Brown
Rodger and Mary Lou Brubaker
Robert Michael Burkett
Les N. Burnam
Jay Dee Byington and Shawna L. Renfro
Byington
Larry Duane Calkins
David Michael Calley
Ronald Bret Campbell
Anthony and Kristie Campbell
Harmon Eric Cannon
John J. Carothers
Jerry B. Carter
Francois R. Casabonne
David Y. Chan
Robin G. Chase
David and Tamara Cheslik
Edward Chew
Harvey and Siri Childs
Nicole L. Chopski
Bruce D. Christensen
Kevin W. Christensen
Marilyn C. Christensen-Gray
Brian C. Christenson
John W. Christofferson, Sr.
Douglas E. Clayton
Kevin W. Cleveland
Donald F. Coburn
Jamie C. Coburn and Nancy Morris
Michael Bret Cockerham
Darren Tracy Coffman
Corson T. Collet
Lynn H. Coltrin
Rhonda R. Coltrin
S. Dwight Comstock
Claude P. Connelly
Brent D. Cornell
Richard K. Cotant
G. Lynn Crawford
John B. Crawford
John and Julie Cristobal
James Harper Culley
Kenna C. Cutler
Darcie D. Daniels
Donald L. Darling
Vernon J. Davidson
Robert K. Davis
James A. Davison
Gary Wesley Dawson
Daniel N. Dean and Kathy Lund Dean
Robert J. DeKlotz
Steven Delis
Joe Della Zoppa
Kevin R. Denny
Larry M. Diamond
Spencer L. Dietz
Robin A. Dodson and Pamela A. Powell
Ernest J. Dokimos
Milo L. Draper
Mitchell D. Dremann and Elizabeth K. HallDremann

Richard F. Driskell
William E. Dugoni
Kathleen P. Duke
Leslie Jed Dunkley
Wendell L. Dunn
Melvin James Durham
Larry Brent Durrant and Lezlie Souter-Durrant
William M. Eames
Betty Z. Eastwood
William and Peggy Jo Eaton
Charles S. Elzinga
Ray Earl Emery
Bob Endo
David E. England
John Erramouspe
Richard Paul Evey
Randy Scott Ewing
John F. Fader, II
Gregory and Nancy Faith
Gary L. Faris
William Michael and Carol Farmer
Donna J. Farrell
David M. Faux
Philip A. Ferreira
Darrell James Fike
Robert N. Fischer
Albert and Sandra Fisher
Gerald S. Fishman
Scott L. Flippence
David Chuan-Sheung Fong
Michael E. Fox
Bradley L. Frasier
Emil F. Freudenthal
Brent Lewis Fricke
James Robert Frisk
Paul Allen Frisk
James C. Frost
Kenneth D. Fuchs
Edward L. Fuchs
Richard J. Fuchs
Daniel Scott Fuchs
Patrick M. Garrity
Joseph L. Gasperino
James Gee
Roger W. Gehrke
Leslie Gieselman
Thomas W. Gillespie
Verlin L. Gingerich
Thomas Allan Goodwin
Garry Lee Graham
Carla A. Gudger
Martin Joseph Hagar
Todd C. Hansen
Elden M. Hansen
Jerry Lee Hanson
Jeffrey L. Hardin
Lawrence M. Harmston
Michael V. Harrington
Carl L. Harrop
Craig Hurren Haslam
Greg W. Hegman
Matthew and Kristin Helmboldt
Mabodawilage G. Hematillake
E. Darrell Henrichs
Ken and Deborah Henson
Aubrey R. Herrmann and Laura K. Lybecker
Paul and Anne Hession
Catherine A. Heyneman
Holly Michael Higbee
Ira W. Hillyard

Gene M. Hines
Samuel A. Hoagland
Donald and Kelly Hollenack
Col. Garth H. Holmes
David W. Holt
Dana and Jill Hope
Edward L. Houston
Tony M. Howe
Duane M. Hulet
William James Hunter
Carol A. Hunter
Lonnie K. Huntsinger
Stephen Hurley
James M. Ineck
Joseph R. Ineck
Troy and Carrie Jackman
Leslie Keith Jang
Arthur Boyd Jeffery
Trenton J. Jenks
Kent T. Jensen
Hi V. Jeppson, Jr.
William C. Johns
Glenn Milo Johnson
Kristina Marie Jonas
Daniel M. Jones
James C. Jordan
Larry Kay Juchau
Thomas P. Jurewitz
Milind Vithal Kale
Wang Yuen Kan
Tek Keong Kee
Susan Kemp
Alan Ralph Kendrick
Clifford W. Key, Jr.
Marjaneh Kiani-Tabar
Yoshiteru G. Kikawa
David Matthew Kitley
Spencer L. Klaassen
Robert Klosterboer
Darwin Jr. and Naomi Knight
Steven Craig Koenig
Erin D. Kohler
Clint M. Komoda and Terri Ann T. Yip-Komoda
L. Monte Kuka
Jack C. Kulm
Brad W. Kunz
James Lai
Scott and Andrea Larson
Matthew E. Lassfolk
Gordon Low Lee
Donald J. Leonard
Tommy Hank Lew
William G. Lewis and Gail L. Thompson-Lewis
James Jr. and Cara Liday
Jennifer L. Lindstrom
Leonard Lombardi
Gregory R. London
Aaron F. Long
Richard A. Lowe and Karla Snow
Reed Lowe
Jeffrey B. Luke
Dale R. Lundblade
Thomas M. Lyons
Harold Ira Lyons
Gregory Alan Maag
Richard C. Mackie
Cliff and Debbie Maddock
Raymond A. Magagna

continued on page 8
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Kenneth G. Magdanz
Jon Allan Magnuson
Mark Mailhot
Reginald Mailhot
Hani Makar
Leonard Mallea
Jim and Debra Marchetti
Richard J. Marrott
Samuel Ian Marshall
William and Elizabeth Martindale
Susumu Matano
Frank Edwin Maurino
Errol Rolland Maus
Michelle L. Mayne
Coy C. McAffee
Mark and Lisa Routt McBeth
Michael J. McClusky
Gregg H. McCulloch
Jim L. McCulloch
Deana Lee McDermott
Michael J. McDevitt
James D. McDonald
Kim L. McGary
George and Rosalie Jean McIlroy
Armand Lloyd McKenna
Thomas B. McKenzie, Sr.
Brian W. McKillip
Cole Clay and Valerie Kay McKinley
Dennis R. McKinley
Thomas O. McPharlin
David McRory
John Meiners
Gordon Riley Melvin
Wayne William Merrick
Emil Stephen Meurer
Gary L. Meyers
Jeffrey Middleton
Gordon W. Milford
Kenneth O. Miller
Allen T. Miller
LeRoy William Miller
Curtis and Lisa A. Miller
Dirk Lee Minatre
Gary Lynn Mondell
Susan M. Morgan
Robert J. Morley
Mary M. Morrissey
Charles F. Mortensen
Wanda M. Moscicki
Stephen G. Moss
Forrest B. Mottishaw
Wade O. Moulton
Thomas and Shantel M. Mullin
Corey J. Munro
Aaron and Sally Myler
Charles E. Naftzger
Phillip D. Nakamura
William M. Nash
Douglas E. Nau
Daniel P. Nelson
David Lee Nelson
Cam Hoan Nguyen and Du Quang Trang
Richard S. Nicholas
Patrick Anthony Niland
Michael Joseph Noia
Felix A. Nordyke
Lawrence M. Noveshen
Richard D. Olson
Roger John Oswald

George and Faye Owens
Christopher T. Owens
Robert Allen Parsons
Robert R. Patterson
Kyle R. Peters
Marc and Tracy Pettinger
Mike and Catherine Piechowski
Chanty Pin
Ellen Joy Plein
Paul A. Pomeroy
Jack E. Potter
Thomas E. Potts
Richard J. Powers, III
Michael Thomas Prime
Glenn H. Pyeatt
Kent Loring Quickstad
Lawrence L. Quong
Dennis Ramasco
Anna Ratka
Mark Robert Raus
John Lewis Rawlings
Mark Randolph Read
Charles M. Reade
Glenn Richard Rech
Mark W. Recker
Kenneth Reid
Jaren and Corina Reyna
Philip and Margaret Rice
Dallin C. Richardson
Rory Richardson
Garrett and Heidi Riley
Robert William Rist
Scott L. Roach
Kenneth Neal Robbins
Randy and Linda Rohweder
Robert M. Roina
Merilyn Dunn Ross
Gholamhosein Rouzitalab
Jack L. Rupp
Stephen M. Sakamaki
Edward K. Sakamoto
Mohammad Reza Salman and Sandra Fusaro
Robert D. Salzmann
Helmi S. Sarameh
Zak and Tawndi Sargent
Wesley W. Schow
Gregory Allen Schroeder
Robert and Ellen Schulz
Harold Eugene Scott
Marilyn Searle
George N. Sedlmayer
James E. Semling
Tori Shaver and Lorri Gebo-Shaver
Alden M. Shearer
Matthew and Laura Shuldberg
Jason Shum and Stacey LarrinagaShum
Robert E. Siemer
Eric J. Sievers
Carmen G. Silicato
Sidney L. Sly, Jr.
Donald R. Smith
Dennis R. Smith
Ryan Smith
Edward L. Snell
Kelli R. Sorrells
Dennis W. Souza
Darren and Deanna Sparks
Curtis G. Sperling
Joni L. Stahura

Hubert C. Stanton
Gregory and Christine A. Steckline
Joseph and Susan Steiner
Gene W. Steiner
Dennis A. Stoddard
Christopher and Shelley Stoker
Timothy P. Stratton and Suzanne Wasilczuk
Daniel R. Struckman
Lamont Stuart
Bryan and Kristen Stucki
Edward K. Takeda
Clarence A. Tanaka
Ronald D. Tapley
Bryan D. Tarr
Tatsumi Hirai
Gary L. Tauscher
Kenneth A. Templeton
James Lee Thiel
Donald A. Thill
Robert and Kristi Thompson
Dean L. Thompson
Richard R. Thorne
Donald L. Timmins
Herbert Toda
Paul Tschampel
Rodney T. Tucker
Eileen M. Twomey
Robert C. Tyler
Lawrence W. Updyke
Leonard Joseph Valente
John R. Van Deusen
Kory F. Vanderschaaf
David Edward Villareal
Michael N. Vlamis
George Vlamis
Andrew A. Voltura
David R. Von Der Mehden
Thomas G. Wadsworth
Victoria L. Wallace
Jerry J. Walters
Ronnie A. Weathermon
Neal and Holly Webster
Xiaoxiong Wei and Weiping Dong
Malcolm A. Weiss
Tim Randall Westby
R. Kirk Westenfelder
Robert D. Wheatley
Ralph Merril Wheeler, Jr.
Shawn L. White
William J. White
Thayne H. Whitehead
Darrel E. Whitsell
Gary Ray Whittle
Francis Gale Whitworth
Dennis L. Wight
Gerald Veach Wilburn
Peter Willeitner
John and Traci Winter
William F. Wolfe
Paul M. Wolford
Col. and Genson L. Wong
Sidney Sik-Yee Wong
John D. Wooldridge
Waleed M. Yaghmour
Kevin N. Yearsley
Mark Zenger and Jennifer Linford
Dave Della Zoppa and Cynthia A. Parenteau
If we inadvertently missed thanking you,
please let us know, Dan Dean, dandean@otc.
isu.edu.

PPSA Spaghetti Feed & Auction
provides Pocatello boy’s wish

Students also earn funds to travel to APhA convention
by Seth Kasunick
The 14th Annual Spaghetti Feed & Auction sponsored
by the Professional Pharmacy Student Alliance, or PPSA,
went off without a hitch in February, as the event was
able to raise $9,000, according to second-year pharmacy
student and event chairperson Jacqueline Brown. Of
the total amount raised, $3,500 benefited 5-year-old
Thomas, Pocatello, through the Make-A-Wish Foundation
of Idaho™. Thomas is a young boy who lives with Wilm’s
tumor, a malignant cancer of the kidney that primarily
affects young children. It was Thomas’ wish to go to
Disney World with his family over spring break. Thanks
to all those who help organize the event, the sponsors
involved, and all who bid on items or otherwise helped,
Thomas’ wish has been granted. In addition to helping
Thomas and his family, funds raised through the event
will also benefit PPSA through professional development
and community health promotion projects.
Student members hold several free health clinics
annually, in addition to volunteering to educate
elementary students regarding poison prevention.
Events such as the Spaghetti Feed & Auction help
pharmacy students learn about community service
since a portion of the funds raised went to a charity,”
Dean Joseph Steiner said. “This is important for students
because when they become pharmacists, they will be
expected to be active in their communities. This is one
of the reasons that pharmacists are one of the most

The 14th Annual Spaghetti Feed and Auction, sponsored by the
Professional Pharmacy Student Alliance, attracted a record number of
attendees and students raised approximately $9,000 for the Make-AWish Foundation of Idaho and student activities.

Thomas was able to meet a Red Power Ranger at Disney World
where he received an autograph from the super hero.

respected professionals.”
The evening began with a silent auction as live music
from pianist/singer Katie Wilson set the mood. College of
Pharmacy faculty prepared a feast of Italian food.
“I love it. I’m half Italian and it’s in my blood,” laughed
Steiner when asked how he enjoyed preparing food
for the more than 500 in attendance. “The turnout is
overwhelmingly more than we expected.”
Then things got exciting as Dave Hachey, PharmD,
clinical associate professor, auctioneered off more than
$5,000 worth items provided by area and national
businesses as well as private donors. Everything from
scenic ATV tours with clinical assistant professor Kerry
Casperson, PhD, to a custom-built hall table made by
first-year pharmacy student Daren Kunz was up for
grabs. Kunz’s table was the evening’s highest selling item
at $740.
The approximately 70 raffle items were also a big
help in raising funds and were able to generate more
than $700. Hachey, like many in attendance, was
overwhelmed by the large community turnout.
“This is twice as many people as I’ve ever seen in the
eight years I’ve been involved with the auction,” Hachey
said.
Steiner attributed a large portion of the events
success to the students, particularly organizers Brown
and second-year student Nancy Seroski, who were able
to attract a number of donations.
A portion of the proceeds also were used to assist
9
students with travel expenses to the APhA convention
in Atlanta, GA in March.

Idaho Drug Information Service
Students, faculty answer drug-related
questions from health care professionals
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by Seth Kasunick
The Idaho Drug Information Service at Idaho State
University’s College of Pharmacy is working tirelessly
to answer drug-related questions for health care
professionals and the general public of Idaho, the nation
and world.
This unique service, which is funded completely
by the College of Pharmacy, is designed to ensure
proper drug information is available free of charge to
all of Idaho’s health care professionals and the general
public, though they answer questions from all over.
Located on the top floor of Idaho State University’s Eli M.
Oboler Library, the staff of the Idaho Drug Information
Service, or IDIS, answers five to 20 phone calls per day,
in addition to responding to multiple emails, some of
which are from overseas. The unique mission of the IDIS
is to provide health care professionals with information
tailored to a specific patient’s needs.
“It’s a great service and I’m really impressed with the
rapid responses I get,” said Dr. Nino Germain, a Pocatello
child psychiatrist who frequently uses the service to
obtain answers regarding drug interactions and unusual
side effects.
According to Dr. Kevin Cleveland, co-director of
IDIS and clinical assistant professor with the College of
Pharmacy, most users of the service inquire about drug
identification or adverse drug reactions. Some less
common questions involve anything from pharmacology
and kinetics to herbal and complementary medicine.
Other questions are completely new to IDIS staff and
require further research. IDIS draws on its access to
numerous online medical and pharmaceutical databases
in addition to standard medical and pharmacy texts
to assist with the research involved in answering such
questions.
“You get to learn a lot about strange and oddball
things you wouldn’t otherwise learn in a pharmacy,”
Dr. Cleveland said. “It’s one of the greatest things about
working here.”
According to Dr. Catherine Heyneman, co-director of
IDIS and associate professor of pharmacy at the College
of Pharmacy, the IDIS has its busy and slow seasons. “We
tend to get more calls in the winter when people are sick
or when special interests come up, such as bird flu or
the Vioxx® withdrawal from the market,” she said.
In addition to answering drug-related questions, the
service actively contributes to pharmacy journals
and is involved in pharmacy research projects and

presentations. Dr. Cleveland and IDIS staff members
recently traveled to the American Pharmacists
Association’s annual convention in Atlanta, GA. to
present their findings on which databases are most
effective in identifying unknown drug products.
In addition to answering drug questions, IDIS also
strives to teach drug information to students of the
College of Pharmacy and provide information and
articles to the faculty and students.
The service, which began in the late 1950’s, is staffed
by faculty and students of the College of Pharmacy
and also serves as a training site for a residency in drug
information.
The Idaho Drug Information Service does not provide
physician referrals or answer questions the poison
control center would normally handle. Callers with
questions regarding potentially life-threatening toxicities
or overdoses are referred to the Rocky Mountain Poison
Control Center’s number at 800-860-0620.
Anyone interested in learning more about the IDIS or
in using its services can call 1-208-282-4689 or 1-800334-7139 within the state of Idaho or submit questions
via email to idis@pharmacy.isu.edu.

Fourth-year ISU College of Pharmacy student, Donna Araki, answers
drug-related questions at the Idaho Drug Information Service located
on the top floor of the Eli M. Oboler Library. The service is provided to
Idaho health care professionals by faculty and students of the College
of Pharmacy.

Student News
ASP chapter, students and faculty earn
awards at annual APhA national convention
ISU College of Pharmacy students have a reputation
of being involved in community service projects and
student representatives were recently honored for
their efforts with several awards from the American
Pharmacists Association-Academy of Student
Pharmacists (APhA-ASP) Annual Convention held in
Atlanta, GA March 21-24.
The contingent of 16 students who attended the
convention returned to campus with the 2007 Operation
Immunization award for Region 7, Operation Diabetes
certificate of recognition and honors for a greater than 90
percent student membership in the ISU ASP Chapter.
Student involvement in diabetes education began
a few years ago when Cindy Wilson, PhD, associate
professor of pharmaceutical sciences, implemented
the program including a campus health fair aimed at
educating the public of the disease. Pharmacy students,
along with Wilson dubbed the project “Operation
Diabetes.”
In addition to diabetes education, students host
heartburn awareness, immunization and poison
prevention clinics.
To provide continued support for our students, the
College of Pharmacy has established the “Operation
Diabetes Fund” to which tax-deductible contributions
can be made through the College and directed
exclusively to supporting this program. Donations may
be made by contacting Dan Dean, pharmacy director of
development at 208-282-3655.
Fourth-year pharmacy student, Jesse Owen,
competed in the APhA-ASP Patient Skills Competition,
earning a spot in the top ten among students nationwide
for the second consecutive year.
College faculty members also attended the
convention, presenting posters on their research findings.
Kevin Cleveland, PharmD, clinical assistant professor
and co-director of the College’s Idaho Drug Information
Service (IDIS), and IDIS staff members presented a
poster on their findings on which databases are most
effective in identifying unknown drug products.
Paul Cady, PhD, associate dean, along with Vaughn
Culbertson, PharmD, chair, Department of Pharmacy
Practice and Administrative Sciences and others were
awarded an Academy of Pharmacy Practice Management
merit award for their poster presentation titled
“Pharmacists Perceived Service Quality and Satisfaction
with Services Provided by Drug Information Centers.”

ISU College of Pharmacy students who attended the APhA-ASP
convention in Atlanta include, front row, left to right, Kim Van Wyk,
Brittin Mohlman, Marie Schneider, Katie Behrend, back row, left to
right, Jacqueline Brown, Jesse Owen, Rena Campbell, Karmen Kemmerer,
John Argyle, Jessica Sipe, Suzanne Tegland, Jennifer York, Linda Sullivan
and Daren Kunz.

The AACP Interim meeting in Washington, D.C. was a reunion for several
faculty members of the College, gathering with colleagues from other
institutions and former members of the ISU faculty. Pictured, left to right
are Dr. Rod Larson, assistant dean of Ferris State University College of
Pharmacy and former ISU Pharmacy faculty member; Dr. Barbara Wells,
dean of the University of Mississippi School of Pharmacy and former ISU
Pharmacy dean; Dr. Joe Steiner, Dean of the ISU College of Pharmacy;
Dr. Paul Tate, former dean of ISU Graduate Studies; Mr. Richard Wells,
spouse of Dr. Barbara Wells; Dr. Vaughn Culbertson, chair of the ISU
Department of Pharmacy Practice and Administrative Sciences; and
Dr. Alok Bhushan, associate professor, ISU Pharmaceutical Sciences.
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The New York Times features sports story on		

The short and happy career of Ron Wright

Rodriguez played shortstop for the Rangers. The afternoon sun
beat down on the Ballpark in Arlington.
Wright batted three times. He accounted for six outs. And
he never played in the major leagues again.
Today, he lives in Pocatello, attends the Idaho State
University College of Pharmacy and is married with four
children. He has a goatee and a pickup truck. He gives hitting
lessons and hunts coyotes. Some of his friends do not know
he was a big-leaguer.
“There are times even I forget,” Wright said.
Baseball has had many one-game wonders, among them
Walter Alston, who made the Hall of Fame as a manager of
the Brooklyn Dodgers, and Moonlight Graham, who was
memorialized in the movie “Field of Dreams.”
The one-and-done club also includes novelty acts like the
3-foot-7 Eddie Gaedel, who batted once for the St. Louis
Browns, and Bert Shepard, who pitched for the Washington
Senators after losing a leg in World War II.
But Wright was for real — a seventh-round draft choice
by the Atlanta Braves in 1994, a three-time minor league allstar, a legitimate prospect. He remembers hitting a 505-foot
home run in Charlotte and a 515-foot blast in Macon.
“He hit the ball so high,” Wright’s wife, Annica, said. “It
looked like it would go into the lights.”
The Pittsburgh Pirates were so smitten that they traded
one of their best pitchers, Denny Neagle, to Atlanta
for Wright and Jason Schmidt. The Pirates planned to
use Schmidt as a starting pitcher and Wright as a first
baseman for about a decade.
In September 1997, the Pirates called Wright to the
big leagues. They wanted him to get a taste of his future.
But because Wright had a sore wrist, the Pirates did
not want him to actually play. They had to protect their
investment.
“I wanted to get in a game, but it was no big deal,”
Wright said. “I was 21. I had tons of years ahead of me.”
The next spring, the Pirates considered putting
Wright on their opening-day roster, but they had
another infielder who was out of minor league
options. So they sent Wright to Class AAA Nashville,
promising him that he would be back in Pittsburgh
soon.
In his first week in the minors, while stretching on
the outfield grass in Tucson, Wright felt a pain in his
back. For a moment, he froze. Then he collapsed.
“It was like I’d been shot,” he said.
An ambulance took him from the field to a
hospital behind the left-field wall. Then he flew to
Los Angeles to have a disk removed from his back.
He missed the 1998 season, and by the beginning
seball of 1999 he still had not fully recovered.
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By LEE JENKINS
POCATELLO, Idaho, April 11 — Five years ago, in an otherwise
forgettable baseball game between the Seattle Mariners and
the Texas Rangers, a 26-year-old rookie named Ron Wright
struck out, hit into a double play and hit into a triple play.
“Best day of my professional life,” Wright said.
He was the designated hitter for the Mariners, batting
seventh, making his major league debut. Kenny Rogers
pitched and Alex
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pharmacy student’s former pro ball career
third, Wright just wanted to make contact. He hit a
“Everything changed then,” Wright said. “I went
chopper up the middle, but Rogers is one of the
from hoping to be a star in the big leagues to just
best-fielding pitchers in baseball, and he threw to
hoping to play a game in the big leagues.”
Rodriguez at second for the force.
The quest took Wright and his wife to all sorts
Rubén Sierra, the runner on third, broke late for
of outposts — Durham, Akron, Greenville, Altoona,
home plate. Sensing Sierra’s indecision, Rodriguez
Buffalo, Toledo and Calgary. One of their daughters,
threw home. The Rangers had Sierra in a pickle.
Sydney, was born in Chattanooga in 2000. Two
During the rundown, Wright was waved from
days later, the family had to move to Louisville.
first base to second. Not only did the Rangers nab
Wright was still 6 feet 1 inch, 235 pounds, with
Sierra, but they also threw out Wright to complete
a broad chest and thick arms. But he could not
the triple play.
generate any power from his right leg. While other
“I could see it developing,” Mariners Manager
players were getting stronger, some undoubtedly
Lou Piniella told reporters. “Like a thunderstorm on
with steroids, Wright’s game was weakening.
the gulf.”
“It was a real disadvantage not to do steroids
Wright’s best at-bat was his third one. He got
because so many other people were,” Wright said. Ron Wright with his fellow
another
fastball from Rogers, and this time he
“But I didn’t believe in it, and I knew it wouldn’t
classmates during the 2005
did
not
let
it go. He swung hard. He made solid
help my nerve.”
ISU College of Pharmacy
contact.
But
the ball went right to Rodriguez, who
His right leg was always freshest early in the
White Coat Ceremony.
started a 6-4-3 double play.
season, and in April 2002, Wright went on a hitting
In the Mariners’ clubhouse after the game, Wright
streak. He was playing in the Mariners’ farm system,
was a source of both comedy and sympathy. Seattle’s Bret
for Class AAA Tacoma, on a trip through the Midwest.
Boone presented him a lineup card. Even Rodriguez had
After a game in Des Moines, Wright got back late to the
autographed it.
team hotel. His roommate, Ryan Minor, was waiting with a
The Mariners played one more game in Texas, but Wright
message. The Tacoma manager, Dan Rohn, wanted to see
did not start. When Seattle put runners on first and second
Wright.
base, Piniella walked over to Wright in the dugout. “I’d put you
It turned out that Edgar Martinez, the Seattle slugger, had
in,” Wright remembers Piniella saying. “But I’m afraid you’d hit
ruptured a hamstring tendon. The Mariners needed a rightinto a triple play.” They both laughed.
handed hitter off the bench. Rohn told Wright to be on the
The next day, when the Mariners arrived in Oakland, Piniella
first plane to Dallas the next morning. He was going to play in
called Wright into his office before the game. Seattle had
the big leagues.
burned its bullpen in Texas. Piniella needed an extra reliever
Wright instructed his parents not to fly there from Utah.
from the minors. Someone had to be sent down.
They could see him the next week in Seattle, or the next
“I wish I could give you another chance up here,” Piniella
month at Yankee Stadium. There was no rush.
said.
For the next two days, Wright sat on the bench in Texas.
Wright spent one more year looking for that second
On the third day, April 14, 2002, he checked the lineup card,
chance, and looking for that first hit. But after he collided with
and again he did not see his name.
a catcher at home plate in Richmond, his right leg gave out
But during batting practice, Seattle’s Mike Cameron hit a
again. He knew it was time to retire.
line drive that ricocheted off the pitcher’s screen and smacked
“I really would have liked to get a hit in the big leagues,”
Jeff Cirillo on the left side of the head. The ball opened a gash
Wright said. “But for me, the dream was just being there.”
that required three stitches.
Wright does not own a tape of the game in Texas. He does
Wright recalled Gerald Perry,
not have any pictures. He keeps only the lineup card, tucked
the Mariners’ hitting coach, yelling
away in his briefcase. The briefcase usually stays in the closet.
out to him: “Cirillo can’t go. You’re
Wright plans to graduate from pharmacy school in two years,
in there.”
but he still acts like a ballplayer. In the morning, he shaves his
Wright did not have time to be
forearms, part of a minor league superstition. In class, he plays
nervous. But when he stood in
clubhouse pranks with Kenny Jones, another athlete turned
the batter’s box against Rogers, he
student. Even Wright’s e-mail address includes the No. 7,
told himself to take the first pitch,
which he used to wear on his jersey.
just to get acclimated.
He is not allowed to mope, at least not here. The former
“That’s my only regret,” Wright
mayor of Pocatello passed an ordinance in 1948 making it
said. “I should have swung at that
illegal not to smile within the city limits.
first pitch.”
As Wright sat in the middle of town Wednesday,
It was an 84-mile-an-hour
surrounded by the snow-peaked Rocky Mountains, he
fastball, over the heart of the plate.
considered the merits of such a law.
Wright let it go. He did not see
“Maybe I should be bitter because of that one game,” he
another hittable pitch in that atsaid. “But I feel lucky.”
bat, striking out meekly.
Copyright © (2007) by The New York Times Co. Reprinted with
Wright with the Pirates’
In his second at-bat, with no
permission.
Class AAA Nashville team.
outs and runners on first and
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Mark and Rachel Mailhot establish
scholarship endowment with College
The Mark and Rachel Mailhot Scholarship Endowment

Third-year College of Pharmacy student, Mark Mailhot, and
his wife Rachel, recently established the Mark
and Rachel Mailhot Scholarship Endowment in
the College of Pharmacy.
The couple say this endowment is a way
to express their appreciation for all of the
support, financially and otherwise, they have
received. In particular, they say their blessings
come from Mark’s commitment to serve in the
United States Navy following graduation.
“We expect a lot from our students, so it is
not often that I am surprised
by the dedication and professionalism they
exhibit. However, this is one of
those times,” said Dean Joseph Steiner. “For a
student and his wife to realize the importance
of education and wanting to give that
opportunity to another through
establishing an endowed scholarship is truly
Mark and
remarkable. Mark and Rachel
are great people and, even at this early stage, their
actions exemplify the

spirit of our profession.”
Mark, an out-of-state pharmacy student
from North Statford, N.H., met Rachel while
attending Jefferson College in Rachel’s
hometown of Hillsboro, Mo. They married in
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
St. Louis, Mo. Temple in 2002. Following
graduation from Jefferson College, Mark
became interested in pursuing a doctorate
in pharmacy, and was accepted into the ISU
College of Pharmacy program.
Out-of-state tuition waivers, the Pell
Grant, several scholarships and loving friends
have made it possible for school bills to
be paid, Mark said. After two years in the
program, Mark accepted a position as a Navy
pharmacist; he begins serving following
graduation in 2008. Now late in his third year
of pharmacy school, both Mark and Rachel
Rachel Mailhot say they feel blessed to have been the recipients
of such generosity. This endowment is a way to
say “thank you,” and extend their good fortune to others.

Staff Spotlight: Dan Dean
College development director seeks
opportunities for student success
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Dan Dean, Pharmacy director of development, says his
passion for helping students achieve their educational goals is
his motivation to cultivate funding for scholarships and other
programs at the College.
A former banker, Dan brings a multitude
of talent to the College’s development
office, securing more than $350,000 in
scholarships during his short tenure. He shares
his enthusiasm of higher education with
his wife, Kathy Lund Dean. Kathy, associate
professor with the ISU College of Business, is a
successful researcher and author in the field of
management theory.
“Dan is a dynamo. He has a great
personality, a true interest in helping people
and the financial background to do so,” Dean
Joe Steiner said. “Both Dan and Kathy are
dedicated to the success of students at Idaho
State University. We were very lucky to have
Dan with the College of Pharmacy.”
Dan Dean and
Since joining the College, Dan has

consistently raised the level of annual contributions to student
scholarship funds through events such as the ConnectionISU
Phonathon -- one of his personal favorite development
events.
“The opportunity to work with talented
pharmacy students who are sharing their
educational experiences with alumni is truly
rewarding,” he said.
Prior to his banking and finance work,
Dan was employed as a youth and family
counselor in the Seattle and West Michigan
areas. He believes this unique blend of work
experiences has prepared him well to be
attuned to development needs and activities.
The couple are the parents of two sons,
Cooper and Harrison. The family moved to
the Intermountain West about five years ago
where they enjoy spending time as a family
skiing, hiking, mountain biking and Dan enjoys
Kathy Lund Dean hitting the links for a round of golf with
friends.
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Student Affairs

Admission remains competitive
Admission into the doctor of pharmacy program
continues to be very competitive and interest in the
program is holding steady. The College of Pharmacy
received 509 applications by the February 1 deadline
for the 2006 doctor of pharmacy admissions process.
With the 2006 application process, the College created
an on-line/web-based application. The response
was favorable. While the actual pool of applications
considered for admission was 509, there were nearly
1,000 applicants who started the on-line application
process. Clearly, admission into the traditional doctor of
pharmacy program continues to be highly competitive.
One hundred and twenty-eight of the 509 applicants
were invited to the interview process. Of those, 60
accepted an offer for admission into the program.
Applicants’ performance in the group discussions,
interviews, and essays are an important consideration
for acceptance into the program. Grade point average,
previous degrees, experience and other factors are also
included in the decision for acceptance.
Forty-five percent of students in the Class of 2010
hold previous degrees. This is a slight decrease from the
previous year which had more associate’s and bachelor’s
degrees overall. The types of degrees held include
associate’s degrees, bachelor’s degrees and one MBA.
This is a diverse group academically. Incoming students
hold degrees in a variety of areas: biological sciences,
business, education, engineering, international relations,
psychology and sociology. Average overall and science
grade point averages of incoming students are 3.6 and
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3.66 respectively. Each of the incoming students has
strengths and characteristics that should help them to do
very well as they pursue doctor of pharmacy degrees
and eventually become practitioners.
During the 2005-2006 academic year, fifty-two
students graduated from the traditional doctor of
pharmacy program.
The 2006 report from North American Pharmacist
Licensing Examination (NAPLEX) indicated that 49
students from the graduating class of 2006 took the
NAPLEX between January, 2006 and August 2006. The
school average for the overall test score was 113.31,
which was higher than last year (110.21), and slightly
above the national average of 107.02. Of these, 97.96
percent successfully passed the licensing exam. This is
higher than the national pass rate of 90.52 percent.
Beginning in 2006, the graduating class participated in
the computer based Multi-State Pharmacy Jurisprudence
Exam (MPJE) for licensure. Forty-eight ISU graduates took
the MPJE between January 1, 2006 and June 30, 2006.
The average for ISU graduates was 81.38 for the first time
applicants who took the exam during the 2006 testing
period. The state pass rate was 100 percent, compared
to a national pass rate of 87.25. Students from ISU had
a higher pass rate than the national average on the MPJE.
The results indicate the graduating students perform well
on the national exam and on the national jurisprudence
exam.
Paul Cady, PhD, Associate Dean
Cynthia Culbertson, DA, Director of Admissions

Members of the class of 2009 were inducted into their professional studies during the 4th Annual White Coat Ceremony where they signed
the Code of Ethics for Pharmacists.

